
“We pay too much attention to the details of algorithms. [...] We must begin to subordinate engineering to 
philosophy.” John Hartigan (1996) 











“[…] in certain real-world problems, natural groupings are found 
among only on a small subset of the data, while the rest of the data 
shows little or no clustering tendencies.  
In such situations it is often more important to cluster a small 
subset of the data very well, rather than optimizing a clustering 
criterion over all the data points, particularly in application 
scenarios where a large amount of noisy data is encountered.” 

G. Gupta and J. Ghosh. Bregman bubble clustering: A robust framework 
for mining dense cluster. ACM Trans. Knowl. Discov. Data  (2008). 



Epoché and the “Skeptical” Classifier 

Are categories discovered or invented? 



The Need for Overlapping Clusters 

Partitional approaches impose that each element cannot belong to more 
than one cluster. There are a variety of important applications, however, 
where this requirement is too restrictive.  

Examples: 
  clustering micro-array gene expression data 
  clustering documents into topic categories 
  perceptual grouping  
  segmentation of images with transparent surfaces 
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The Simmetry Assumption 

“Similarity has been viewed by both philosophers and 
psychologists as a prime example of a symmetric 

relation. Indeed, the assumption of symmetry underlies 
essentially all theoretical treatments of similarity.  

Contrary to this tradition, the present paper provides 
empirical evidence for asymmetric similarities and 

argues that similarity should not be treated as a 
symmetric relation.” 

Amos Tversky  
“Features of similarities,” Psychol. Rev. (1977) 



“Since no paradigm ever solves all the problems it defines 
and since no two paradigms leave all the same problems 
unsolved, paradigm debates always involve the question:  

Which problems is it more significant to have solved?” 

Thomas S. Kuhn 
The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (1962) 





Assume: 

–  a (symmetric) game between two players  
–  complete knowledge  
–  a pre-existing set of (pure) strategies O={o1,…,on} available to 

the players. 

Each player receives a payoff depending on the strategies selected by 
him and by the adversary 

A mixed strategy is a probability distribution x=(x1,…,xn)T over the 
strategies. 



  Let A be a payoff matrix: aij is the payoff obtained by playing i 
while the opponent plays j. 

            is the average payoff obtained by playing mixed 
strategy y while the opponent plays x. 

  A mixed strategy x is a Nash equilibrium if  
for all strategies y. (Best reply to itself.) 

  A Nash equilibrium is an Evolutionary Stable Strategy (ESS) 
if, for all strategies y 



We claim that ESS’s abstracts well the main characteristics of a 
cluster: 

–  Internal coherency: High mutual support of all elements within 
the group. 

–  External incoherency: Low support from elements of the 
group to elements outside the group. 



Suppose the similarity matrix is a binary (0/1) matrix. 

Given an unweighted undirected graph G=(V,E): 

A clique is a subset of mutually adjacent vertices 
A maximal clique is a clique that is not contained in a larger one 

In the 0/1 case, the notion of a cluster coincide with that of a 
maximal clique. 

ESS’s are in one-to-one correspondence  
to maximal cliques 



ESS’s are in one-to-one correspondence  
to (strict) local solutions of StQP 
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Image segmentation problem: 
Decompose a given image into 
segments, i.e. regions containing 
“similar” pixels. 

Example: Segments might be regions of the image depicting the 
same object. 

Semantics Problem: How should we infer objects from segments? 

First step in many 
computer vision problems 



Dominant sets Ncut   
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In a nutshell… 

Our approach: 

  makes no assumption on the underlying (individual) data representation 

  makes no assumption on the structure of the affinity matrix, being it able to 
work with asymmetric and even negative similarity functions 

  does not require a priori knowledge on the number of clusters (since it 
extracts them sequentially) 

  leaves clutter elements unassigned (useful, e.g., in figure/ground separation 
or one-class clustering problems) 

  allows principled ways of assigning out-of-sample items (NIPS’04) 

  allows extracting overlapping clusters (ICPR’08) 

  generalizes naturally to hypergraph clustering problems, i.e., in the 
presence of high-order affinities, in which case the clustering game is played 
by more than two players (NIPS’09) 



1. Questioned the assumptions underlying the dominant paradigm, and 
argued that we should start asking the question “what is a cluster?” 

2. Surveyed the dominant-set framework for pairwise data clustering. 

 Binary affinities: maximal cliques (graph theory) 

 Symmetric affinities: maxima of quadratic function over standard 
simplex (optimization theory) 

 Arbitrary affinities: Nash equilibria of non-cooperative games 
(game theory) 



-  Finding hierarchical partitions (ICCV’03) 

-  Allowing overlapping clusters for “soft” partitioning (ICPR’08) 

-  Using high-order affinities (>2 players) for hypergraph clustering (NIPS’09) 

-  Using faster game dynamics (GEB, submitted) 

-  Using non-linear payoff functions 

-  Graph and (hypergraph) matching (NIPS’09 “Learning with Orderings” workshop) 

-  Learning the payoffs 

-  Semi-supervised learning 

-  Relations with spectral clustering methods? 

Long-term goal:  
To undertake a thorough study of how game-theoretic notions and models can be applied to 
pattern analysis and classification (the EU FP7 SIMBAD project: http://simbad-fp7.eu). 
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